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the complete mosaic suite (starting with mosaic2) will become compatible with the java 8 update in next release. unfortunately my version of mosaic suite 1 is linked to the 2014 version of mosaic suite 2. so i will have to update my plugin, and try to make it compatible with the java 8 update, or prepare a separate plugin package. i think the latest
version of mosaic suite is not compatible with the default java 8 update. my trial version of mosaic suite 1 with the latest update of mosaic suite doesn't start, and i'm getting the error below: i got a working version of mosaic suite again. i had to change the upgrade path for java 8. i also made a separate package for java 8. i have to wait a few days to

update my plugin, so i will upload the latest versions of the mosaic suite plugin. the motto of windows 10 is "immersive windows". even if it's a bit of a gimmick, i want to be able to do a side-by-side view of the app window and a tabbed window too. i'm not saying that overlay is the way to do that, but something like that should be a feature of
windows. thanks for the information. i use an older version of vi but have also experimented with recent versions. there are tools to help in the analysis of the results. i was a bit disappointed, though, that when i ran a fca the result didn't come up automatically in the imagej window. i could have done that manually but wasn't sure what kind of results i
was getting. it would be nice to be able to set up imagej to wait for the results without closing the window. although not explicitly against the topic, the presence of java 8 in the 9.0 installer files is a bit irritating. i am currently on 1.7_051 and can't run a battle for a handful of bots. just look at the missing pairings of grubbmthree 0.9a. btw, other clients

should do those, why don't they. but it seems that there are also a few bots that can't handle a java 8 client, like tcf.drifter and sm.devil (see comparison between grubbmthree and maxrisk)
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